
Set rep meeting ATC 2017/01/11 
 

Participants: 

Stephen Forsyth, Christine Mehain, Soana Srey, Ivan Lee, Guanqun Ye, Taylor Yamamoto, Kristyn Folkes, 

Jenny Garcha, Minjun Kim, Sean Peterson, Tony Pan, Eric Pizarro, Daniel Park, John Tuliao, Jason Dyer, 

Paul Basson, Andy Sin Hao Chen 

Updates: 

Smoking Petition & Enforcement: 

Events 2017: 

Outside spring event, sports like street hockey, basketball, bocce ball, horse shoe, individual sport 

sections, motivational prizing opportunities, class vs class, mingling between classes, FOOD, colouring 

books/craft table, aviation triathlon for skills used in our programs,  

 

Snow Day: 

Snow day was titled as an “absent day” for most classes – Students are not satisfied with this Absent. 

 When Burnaby is closed, their campus needs to be closed as well.  

 Suggesting instructors providing an assignment for their class to make up for that day.  

 

Contemplation room: 

Student needed the room to pray, security wasn’t able to help her, she was in the forest praying. 

Wondering why the room is closed down in the process of having the room questionnaire going around. 

 

Sleeping pods: 

Questions regarding sleeping pods – when will sleeping pods be on campus? 

Can also collectively suggest sleeping pods at the end of your class  

 

Gas Turbine Program: 

Concerned that the course has not focused on using the larger engines want more hands on. They have 

asked instructors, and the simple solution is fuel.  

 Feedback form: write this on the form. 
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 We would like to see more engines running. 

 How do we get funding for that? 

 More than one class can possibly be part of the moment when the larger turbines are running.  

 

Parking: 

BCIT Aerospace Parking – E-permits, back entrance through parking need to a ramp due to accessibility. 

 

Instructor reviews – students don’t get instructor reviews and they are seldom provided and if they are 

students have minimal if any time to complete them in class 

 

BC Skills Comp: 

Turbine course needs to be taken.  

Offered an Interview with Jazz if you are chosen.  

Maximum Altitude: 

Remember to ask students to VOLUTNEER FOR Maximum Altitude Pool Tournament!! 

 Planned pool table-needing a referee for the afternoon classes- looking for a volunteer! 

 Need that individual to help sign-up students for the morning session 

 Prizing to be won! 

Tutoring for final exams in the library with Stephan under the subjects for: hardware and helicopter 

final, electronics (1,4,6) 

 

Student Executive Board: 

By-Elections: Two positions are open: VP External, VP Finance. More info posted on BCITSA.ca website. 

 

 


